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1000 Kitchen 

 
Changes to the kitchen 

 

1001 Adjusting kitchen piping via project showroom T.B.D. 
 

Adjusting the piping according to the drawing supplied by the project showroom (van Wanrooij). You purchase your 

kitchen via the project showroom and receive from the showroom an additional work assignment for 

adjustments/additions to the leadwork. We receive the required pieces from the project showroom, you do not have 

to do anything about this. 

 
 you pay the purchase costs directly to the showroom; 

the standard piping is moved free of charge within the kitchen area indicated on the 0-drawings; 

the kitchen will be placed after delivery. 
 
 

1002 Adjusting kitchen piping via external showroom T.B.D.
  

 

If you cannot find a kitchen of your liking at the project showroom, you can choose your kitchen at a showroom of your 

choice. We will then move the pipework according to your kitchen drawing. Coordination costs of € 500 will be charged 

for checking, technical assessment, moving all standard connections within the kitchen zone indicated on the 0 drawings, 

and processing the kitchen drawing from an external showroom.  

After we have received a "good" kitchen drawing from you, you will receive an additional work assignment from us for the 

adjustments/additions to the piping. The kitchen will be placed after delivery. 

 
Requirements for a "good" kitchen drawing 

 
a floor plan with the position of the kitchen in the room; 

cooking islands / freestanding parts are dimensioned from a fixed wall;  

provided with your construction number; 

provided with the project name: Oak - Eindhoven; 

each installation component is dimensioned from a fixed wall;   

each installation component is covered with a height measure; 

an overview is attached with the connection values of the electrical components / the 

connection value of the electrical components are shown on the drawing; 

the standard electricity by the 0 drawings must be at least drawn up, even if the 

electricity points are not used. 

 
 

1003 Standard kitchen fittings D.N.A. 

 The connection points of the kitchen are capped in the standard position according to the 0-drawings dated [DATE] by Van Wanrooij.  

1005A Relocate all kitchen connections, excluding the mechanical ventilation points. € 750,00 

 Relocate the kitchen connections to the middle part of the house. Only the connections mentioned on the 0 drawing of 

the kitchen showroom, belonging to the kitchen, are relocated. Any electricity connections to the new position of the 

kitchen will be moved by the option drawing. The mechanical ventilation points are not moved. All according to the option 

drawing. 

 

 
Only applicable to type Forest 1 and 2, Woodland 1, 2, 3 and 4  

Not applicable to building numbers 31 and 39 
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100 Structural adjustments to the hull 

 
Structural adjustments to the hull of the house 

 

110 Preparation charging point electric car adjacent parking space € 200,00 
 

Laying a casing pipe with a diameter of approx. 5cm from the meter cupboard to the allocated parking space for the 

car. Only applicable to parking spaces directly adjacent to the house. The casing pipe is an empty pipe that you can use 

as a transit for cables after delivery. Due to the great diversity in charging points for the benefit of electric cars, we can 

only offer the preparation for the connection. You can have the wiring of the casing pipe and connection of the charge 

point carried out by your charge point supplier after delivery. 

 
Only applicable to building numbers 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 

31, 32, 33, 34, 40, 41, 42, 44. If you want to be assured of sufficient connection options in the meter cupboard, you 

can also choose the option: extension of the meter cupboard. 

 

110a Preparation of charging point for electric car parking space further away € 800,00 

Laying a casing pipe tube with a diameter of approx. 5cm from the meter cupboard to the parking space for  

the car. Only applicable to parking spaces that are further away from the house. The casing pipe is an empty pipe 

that you can use as a transit for cables after delivery. Due to the great diversity in charging points for electric cars, we 

can only offer the preparation for the connection. The wiring of the casing pipe and the connections to the charging point 

can be carried out by your charging point supplier after delivery. 

 
Only applicable to construction number 3, 4, 10, 11, 12, 18, 19, 20, 26, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 43, 45.  If you want to 

be assured of sufficient connection options in the meter cupboard, you also choose the option: of extension of the 

meter cupboard. 
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1100 Finishing 

 
Finishing changes 

 

1108 Deviating windowsills type Toscana € 150,00 
 

 

The standard windowsills replace throughout the house with marble composite windowsills type "Toscana". The basic 

color is beige with a light brown, white coarse-grained look. The windowsills are approx. 2 cm thick and are applied by 

the sales drawings. 

 
1108a Different windowsills type Bianco C € 250,00 

 

 

The standard windowsills replace throughout the house with marble composite windowsills type "Bianco C". The basic 

color is white with a gray fine-grained look. The windowsills are approx. 2 cm thick and are applied by the sales 

drawings. 

 
1108b Deviating windowsills type Titano € 250,00 

 

 

The standard windowsills replace throughout the house with marble composite windowsills type "Titano". The base 

color is light gray with a speckled look. The windowsills are approx. 2 cm thick and are applied by the sales 

drawings. 

 
1108c Different windowsills type Bluestone look € 375,00 

 

 

The standard windowsills replace throughout the house with marble composite windowsills type "Bluestone look". The 

basic color is black with a white, grey fine-grained (Belgian bluestone) look. The windowsills are approx. 2 cm thick 

and are applied by the sales drawings. 
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1200 Interior doors 

 
Changes to the interior doors 

 

1202 Change of direction of interior door excl. electricity € 65,00 
 

Changing the direction of opening of an interior door in a light partition. Excluding relocation of electricity.** 

 

1204 Standard interior doors, frames, and fittings D.N.A. 
 

Supply and install standard interior doors, frames, and fittings by the technical description. Order overview Berkvens 

d.d. [DATE] 

 
 
 
 

 
1205 Different interior doors, frames, and fittings  Quotation 

 

Delivering different interior doors, frames, and fittings and applying the order overview of Berkvens d.d. 

[DATE] 
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2000 Other 

 

2001 Option drawing D.N.A. 
 
 
 

2002 Additional measures related to the standards D.N.A.
   

 

Your home is a sustainable home that meets the latest standards and legal requirements such as the BENG. By 

combining options and, for example, increasing the surface area of the house or facade openings, it is possible that 

your house no longer meets these requirements. We can only assess this when your additional work choices have 

been finalized. 

If this is the case,  additional measures must be taken. For example: adding extra solar panels, adjusting the capacity of 

the heat pump, etc. If this proves necessary for your house, we will inform you. If it appears that additional measures are 

being taken, you will be given the opportunity to adjust the combination of options or to take additional measures at an 

additional cost so that the property meets the requirements. 
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300 Architectural modifications to facades 

 
Structural adjustments to facades 

 
301 Add screen to a small window € 515.00 

 Applying a screen to a small window. The size of a small window is between 50 and 100 cm wide. The screen is 

manually operated. Version according to the standard present screens. It is not possible to make a different choice.  

 

301a Applying a screen to a medium-sized window € 635.00 

 Applying a screen to a medium-sized window. The size of a medium-sized window is between 100 and 150 cm wide.  

The screen is manually operated. Version according to the standard present screens. It is not possible to make a 

different choice. 

 

301b Applying a screen to a large window € 880.00 

 Applying a screen to a large window.  The size of a large window is larger than 150 cm wide. The screen is manually operated. Version 
according to the standard present screens. It is not possible to make a different choice. 

 

302 Upgrading a manually operated screen to an electrically operated screen € 175.00 

 Upgrading a manually operated screen to an electrically operated screen. The screen can be operated by a 

separately supplied remote control. One remote control is supplied per room where screens are installed in the 

facade. Price per screen. 
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400 Layout changes 

 
Changes to the layout of the home that add, merge, or close rooms 

401 Stair cupboard € 1.445,00 
 

Realization of a stair cupboard under the stairs from the ground floor to the 1st floor. A ceiling-high wall with a 

standard interior door and frame, equipped with a loop lock, is installed. A wall light point with a switch and a single 

wall socket (equal height with switch) is installed in the stair cupboard. The underside of the stairs has been primed. 

The switch is placed at the standard height according to the technical description unless otherwise indicated. 

 
Only applicable to Canopy type and Roots. 

 

408 Separate toilet on 2nd floor € 2.820,00 
 

Room 2.05 (2.04 at Woodland 2) on the second floor is used as a separate toilet.  The toilet is equipped with a 

standard interior door with a free and occupied lock. There will be a mechanical extraction point and the necessary 

drainage and cold water. The toilet is finished with tiling and sanitary facilities according to the technical description. Tile 

work at standard height according to technical description. The toilet in the bathroom is gone. Version in accordance with 

option drawing. 

 

In the showroom, you can make alternative choices for sanitary and tiling. Only applicable to type Forest and 

Woodland. 

410 Extra living space and bathroom on the ground floor € 14.510,00 

Adding a living room and bathroom on the ground floor.  The installations such as heating,  

ventilation, and electricity are adjusted according to the option drawing. The second bathroom will be equipped with 

standard sanitary ware and tiling according to the technical description. Tile work at a standard height according to the 

technical description. In the hallway, a suspended ceiling is made. Version according to opt ion drawing. 

 

In the showroom, you can make alternative choices for sanitary and tiling. Only applicable to type roots 2  

411-w123 Alternative ground floor layout: storage room, technical room, and living space  € 6.860.00 

Ground floor with a storage room, technical room, and extra living space. The installations such as heating, ventilation,  

and electricity are adapted according to the option drawing. In the hallway, a suspended ceiling is made.  

Version according to option drawing. 

 
Only applicable to type Woodland 1 to 3. 

 
 

411-w4f12 Alternative layout ground floor: storage room and large unnamed space  € 3.540,00 

Ground floor with a storage room and a large unnamed space. The installations such as heating,  

ventilation, and electricity are adapted according to the option drawing. From the installation location of the washing 

machine and dryer, the ventilation duct intended for the ventilation point in the storage building is installed against the 

ceiling. Version according to option drawing. 

 

An unnamed space is a space that does not meet the requirements for living space (too low, too small, and/or too little daylight). As a result, 

the space created does not meet the requirements of living space according to the Building Decree. 

 
Only applicable to type Woodland 4 and Forest 1 and 2. 

 
 

412-w12f12 Alternative layout 2nd floor: Relocation bathroom + 2nd separate toilet € 3.760.00 

On the second floor, the bathroom is moved to the center of the house. Room 2.05 becomes 

implemented as a separate toilet. The toilet is equipped with a standard interior door with a free and occupied lock. There 

will be a point for mechanical extraction and the necessary drainage and cold water. The toilet is finished with tiling and 

plumbing according to the technical description. Tile work at a standard height according to the technical description. The 

toilet in the bathroom is gone. Version according to option drawing. 

 

In the showroom, you can make alternative choices for sanitary and tiling. Only applicable to types of Woodland 1 and 2 

and Forest 1 and 2. 
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413-w4f12 Alternative ground floor layout: storage room, technical room, and 2 extra rooms € 15.655,00 

Divide the ground floor with a storage room, technical room, corridor and hall, an unnamed space, and 

living space. The space for the washing machine, dryer, and inverter will be in the technical room. The installations such 

as heating, ventilation, and electricity are adapted according to the option drawing. A suspended ceiling is made in the 

hallway. The part between room 0.06 and the technical room is an open space/hall. Version according to option drawing. 

 
Only applicable to type Woodland 4 and Forest 1 and 2.  
Room 0.06 is designed as a living space instead of an unnamed space for construction numbers 5, 6, 21, 22, 34, and 45. 

 
An unnamed space is a space that does not meet the requirements for living space (too low, too small, and/or too little daylight). As a 

result, the created space does not meet the requirements of the living space according to the Building Decree. 

 
 

414-w4f12 Alternative ground floor layout: storage room, extra bathroom, technical room, and 2 extra rooms € 24.770,00 

Ground floor with a storage room, extra bathroom, technical room, an unnamed space, and living space.  

The second bathroom will be equipped with standard sanitary ware and tiling according to the technical description. 

Tile work at a standard height according to the technical description. The space for the washing machine, dryer, and 

inverter will be in the technical room. The installations such as heating, ventilation, and electricity are adapted 

according to the option drawing. In the hallway, a suspended ceiling is made. Version according to option drawing.  

 
In the showroom you can make alternative choices for sanitary and tiling. Only applicable to type Woodland 4 and 

Forest 1 and 2. In the combination of different options, a maximum of one extra bathroom can be added.  

Room 0.06 is designed as a living room instead of an unnamed room for building numbers 5, 6, 21, 22, 34 and 45. 
 

An unnamed space is a space that does not meet the requirements for living space (too low, too small, and/or too little dayli ght). As a 

result, the created space does not meet the requirements of the living space according to the Building Decree. 

 
 
 

415 Extra unnamed space on the ground floor € 3.960,00 
 

Adding an unnamed space to the ground floor. Electricity is added to the unnamed room according to the option 

drawing. Version according to option drawing. 

 
Only applicable to types of Meadow 1 and 2. 

 
An unnamed space is a space that does not meet the requirements for living space (too low, too small, and/or too little daylight). As a 

result, the created space does not meet the requirements of the living space according to the Building Decree.  

 
 

416  Technical room on the 2nd floor € 2.960,00 
 

Creating a technical room around the space for the washing machine and dryer on the second floor. Version 

according to option drawing. 

 
Only applicable to type Meadow 2. 

 
 

417-f2 Alternative layout top floor: technical room and 2 living spaces  € 10.965,00 

Arrange the second floor with a technical room and two living spaces. The space for the washing machine and 

dryer will be in the technical room. The installations such as heating, ventilation, and electricity are adapted according 

to the option drawing. In the hallway, a suspended ceiling is made. Version according to option drawing. 

 
Applies only to type Forest 2. 
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417-m2 Alternative layout top floor: technical room and 2 living spaces  € 12.415,00 

Arrange the second floor with a technical room and two living spaces. The space for the washing machine and  

dryer will be in the technical room. The installations such as heating, ventilation, and electricity are adapted according to 

the option drawing. In the hallway, a suspended ceiling is made. The access to the second bedroom is the bathroom 

door on the option drawing. The door opens into the bedroom towards the master bedroom. Version according to option 

drawing. 

 

Only applicable to type Meadow 2. 
 
 

418-f2 Alternative layout top floor: extra bathroom, technical room and living room  € 14,550.00 

Arrange the second floor with a technical room, extra bathroom, and living space. The second 

bathroom will be equipped with standard sanitary and tiling in accordance with the technical description. Tile work at a 

standard height according to the technical description. The installation location for the washing machine and dryer will be 

in the technical room. The installations such as heating, ventilation, and electricity are adapted according to the option 

drawing. In the hallway, a suspended ceiling is made. Version according to option drawing. 

 
In the showroom, you can make alternative choices for sanitary and tiling. Only applicable to type Forest 2. In the 

combination of various options, a maximum of one extra bathroom can be added. 

 

418-m2 Alternative layout top floor: extra bathroom, technical room, and 2 living spaces  € 17.890,00 

Arrange the second floor with a technical room, extra bathroom, and two living spaces. The second 

bathroom will be equipped with standard sanitary and tiling according to the technical description. Tile work at a standard 

height according to the technical description. The installation location for the washing machine and dryer will be in the 

technical room. The installations such as heating, ventilation, and electricity are adapted according to the option drawing. 

In the hallway, a suspended ceiling is made. Version according to option drawing. 

 
In the showroom, you can make alternative choices for sanitary and tiling. Only applicable to type Meadow 2. In the 

combination of various options, a maximum of one extra bathroom can be added. 
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500 Electricity 

 
Changes to the electrical installation 

 

501 Single wall socket € 170,00 
 

Single built-in wall socket with protective earth (depending on the position, surface-mounted) on an existing end 

group. Where possible, integrated into the same frame as the adjacent electrical point / empty or wired pipe. Standard 

height according to technical description, unless otherwise indicated.** 

 

502 Double wall socket € 195,00 
 

Double built-in wall socket with protective earth (depending on the position, surface-mounted) on an existing end 

group. Where possible, integrated into the same frame as the adjacent electrical point / empty or wired pipe. 

Standard height according to technical description, unless stated otherwise.**  

 
505 Single wall socket double output € 65,00 

 

The single wall socket is double. Position and height remain unchanged. On an existing end group.** 

 
509 Single splash-proof wall socket € 240,00 

 

Single splash-proof surface-mounted wall socket with protective earth on an existing end group. The splash-proof wall 

socket is placed on the outer facade. Height approx. 300+ ground level/balcony. ** 

 

510 Double splash-proof wall socket € 255,00 
 

Double splash-proof surface-mounted wall socket with protective earth on an existing end group. The splash-proof wall 

socket is placed on the outer facade. Height approx. 300+ ground level/balcony. ** 

 
517 Switch replaced by LED dimmer €105,00 

 

Replace a switch with a LED dimmer. The LED dimmer can dim between 3 and 100 W.** 
 

To be able to dimmer LED lamps, purchase dimmable LED lamps. Mixed use of brands/lamp types can cause the dimmer not to work 

optimally. If this appears to be the case with a service request, the warranty on this part will lapse and any investigation costs wil l be 

charged. 

 
 

518b Wall light point with switch € 185,00 

 Installing a wall light point 180cm above the floor, leading into a flush-mounted box. The wall light point is switched by a 

new switch that needs to be installed. If desired, the wall light point can end in a pipe, this must be clearly indicated. If 

you do not specify anything, the wall light will end in a flush-mounted box. The switch and the wall light point are placed 

at the standard height according to the technical description unless stated otherwise.**  

 

520b Ceiling light point with switch € 230,00 

 Installing a ceiling light point coming out of a central box. The ceiling light point is switched by a newly installed switch . 

In connection with any channels, beams, and v-seams in the floor plates, it is possible that the central box cannot be 

placed in the desired position. The central box is then placed as close to the desired position as possible. The switch is 

placed at the standard height according to the technical description unless stated otherwise. **  

 

525 Relocation of an electricity point € 75,00 

 Relocation of a wall socket, switch, wall light point, or empty pipe within the same space. Where possible, integrated 

into the same frame as the adjacent electrical point / empty or wired pipe. ** 

 

526 Relocation ceiling light point (central box) € 95,00 

 Relocation of a central box in the ceiling (smoke detector, ceiling light point) within the same room. Due to possible 

channels, beams, and v-seams in the floor plates, it is possible that the central box cannot be placed in the desired 

position. The central box is then placed as close as possible to the desired position. ** 
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528 Switching material throughout the house in anthracite color € 750,00 

 

 

Replace all wall sockets, switches, etc. with the same type of switch material  (Kopp, type HK07) in the color anthracite. 

The "visible electricity" is adjusted in this option. Perilex and other connections that are situated behind the kitchen 

furnishings or points for technical installations are standard. The components such as thermostats, control, mechanical 

ventilation, etc. are not adjusted. 

https://produkte.kopp.eu/nl/categorie/assortiment/schakelprogramma-vakhandel/schakelprogramma-hk07/hk07-antraciet/
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600 CAI (Central Antenna-Device), internet, and empty pipes 

 
Adding and dismantling empty pipes 

 
607A Extra assembled coaxial connection for the television € 195,00 

 Installation of an extra cable wired with coax (television) and assembled with a CAI wall socket. The cable is fitted 

with a CAI plug in the meter cupboard. The pipe is designed as a rigid 19 mm pipe. Where possible, integrated 

into the same frame as the adjacent electrical point / empty or wired pipe. Standard height according to technical 

description, unless stated otherwise.** 

 

607b Extra assembled Cat 6 connection for TV/internet/telephone € 225,00 

 Installation of an extra Cat 6 (television (KPN) / internet/telephone) wired line and assembled with a single UTP data 

wall socket with RJ-45 female input. In the meter cupboard, the cables are provided with an RJ-45 plug. The pipe is 

constructed as a 19 mm rigid pipe. Where possible, integrated into the same frame as the adjacent electrical point / 

empty or wired pipe. Standard height according to technical description, unless stated otherwise.**  
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700 Heat/cooling installation 

 
Changes to the heat/ cooling installation 

 

708 Extra remote control mechanical ventilation € 125,00 
 

Extra remote control for the heat recovery unit. The remote control can be used in both a living space and a sanitary 

room. With the controller, it is possible to operate the ventilation unit manually and temporarily have it extract harder. For 

example, you can turn up the extraction when you shower so that extra moisture is extracted. The remote control is 

supplied separately. 
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800 Plumbing  

 
Plumbing changes 

 

803 Frost-free outdoor tap € 375,00 
 

Frost-free outside tap on the facade. Position subject to technical execution.** 
 
ATTENTION! To prevent the outside tap from becoming defective, do not close it too tight. When the water stops flowing, 
the tap is closed. It is normal that a frost-free outdoor tap continues to leak for a short time.
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900 Sanitary and tiling 

 
Changes to sanitary and tiling 

 

901 Standard sanitary and tiling D.N.A. 
 

Type: Showroom 
 

The sanitary and tiling in the sanitary spaces are carried out according to the sales drawing, 0-drawing (s) of Van 

Wanrooij, and the technical description.  

 

0-drawing [Date]  

Toilet ground floor  

Bathroom 

 

902 Sanitary and tiling in accordance with quotation project showroom T.B.D. 
 

Type: Showroom 
 

Delivery and installation of the sanitary and tiling in the toilet and bathroom according to the quotation of Van 

Wanrooij. The signed order must be known to the showroom before the closing date.  

 

Quotation d.d.  [DATE] Quotation number [NUMBER] 

Drawing [date]  

Toilet ground floor 

Bathroom 

 

903 Casco delivering sanitary rooms  € -3.250,00 
 

Casco delivering the toilets and bathroom. This has the following consequences: 
 

• it is not possible to deliver only a toilet or only bathroom casco; 

• purchase and installation of sanitary and tiling will entirely be canceled ; 

• installation facilities such as electricity and mechanical ventilation are installed  
in the standard positions (according to the 0 drawings); 

• water and sewage are capped according to the 0 drawings; 

• the walls are not finished; 

• the ceiling is finished according to the rest of the house; 

• the built-in cistern of the toilet is no longer required unless it is in a pipe shaft according to the  
sales drawing. Then it is applied and assembled at the standard height according to the 0 drawings; 

• possible shafts are closed; 

• the threshold will be canceled; 

• windowsills at a possible window are not finished; 

• the radiator is installed according to the 0 drawings; 

• the warranty on the sanitary, piping, finishing floor, and tiling according to the Warranty Regulation  
is limited (see below). 

 
If you opt for the casco option described above, we will send you the notification of the less work form.  
This form must be signed and returned. If we do not receive this from you, we, unfortunately, cannot deliver  
the sanitary areas casco to you. 

 
Alternative sanitary and tile work (third parties) can only be delivered and applied after delivery.*   

Install piping according to the 0-drawings of Van Wanrooij dated [DATE] 

Applicable to all housing types except for type Meadow 
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903-m  Casco delivery sanitary spaces  € -4.000,00 

 

Casco delivering the toilets and bathroom. This has the following consequences: 
 

• it is not possible to deliver only a toilet or only bathroom casco; 

• purchase and installation of sanitary and tiling will entirely be canceled ; 

• installation facilities such as electricity and mechanical ventilation are installed  
in the standard positions (according to the 0 drawings); 

• water and sewage are capped according to the 0 drawings; 

• the walls are not finished; 

• the ceiling is finished according to the rest of the house; 

• the built-in cistern of the toilet is no longer required unless it is in a pipe shaft according to the  
sales drawing. Then it is applied and assembled at the standard height according to the 0 drawings; 

• possible shafts are closed; 

• the threshold will be canceled; 

• windowsills at a possible window are not finished; 

• the radiator is installed according to the 0 drawings; 

• the warranty on the sanitary, piping, finishing floor, and tiling according to the Warranty Regulation  
is limited (see below). 

 
If you opt for the casco option described above, we will send you the notification of the less work form.  
This form must be signed and returned. If we do not receive this from you, we, unfortunately, cannot deliver  
the sanitary areas casco to you. 

 
Alternative sanitary and tile work (third parties) can only be delivered and applied after delivery.*   

Install piping according to the 0-drawings of Van Wanrooij dated [DATE] 

Only applicable to type Meadow 

 
 

904 Casco delivery optional bathroom (only in combination with option 903 or 903-m) € -2.500,00 

Casco delivery of the optionally chosen bathroom.  Here are the following 

consequences associated with: 
 

• this option can only be selected in combination with option 903 or 903-m 

• it is not possible to deliver only a toilet or only bathroom casco; 

• purchase and installation of sanitary and tiling will entirely be canceled ; 

• installation facilities such as electricity and mechanical ventilation are installed  
in the standard positions (according to the 0 drawings); 

• water and sewage are capped according to the 0 drawings; 

• the walls are not finished; 

• the ceiling is finished according to the rest of the house; 

• the built-in cistern of the toilet is no longer required unless it is in a pipe shaft according to the  
sales drawing. Then it is applied and assembled at the standard height according to the 0 drawings; 

• possible shafts are closed; 

• the threshold will be canceled; 

• windowsills at a possible window are not finished; 

• the radiator is installed according to the 0 drawings; 

• the warranty on the sanitary, piping, finishing floor, and tiling according to the Warranty Regulation  
is limited (see below). 

 

 

If you opt for the casco option described above, we will send you the notification of the less work form.  
This form must be signed and returned. If we do not receive this from you, we, unfortunately, cannot deliver  
the sanitary areas casco to you. 

 
Alternative sanitary and tile work (third parties) can only be delivered and applied after delivery.*  

Install piping according to the 0-drawings of Van Wanrooij dated [DATE] 

Only applicable to types of Woodland 4, Meadow 2, and Forest 1 and 2 



 

 

* The parties have agreed that the entrepreneur will not apply and/or perform the materials, constructions, and/or activities for the benefit of the home. 

As a result, the contractor (partially) does not comply with the legal requirements set in the building permit, which a house to be built must comply, such 

as the standards of the Building Decree. The acquirer indemnifies the entrepreneur against any legal liability as well as claims from third parties in 

connection with defects in materials and constructions that are not used under the responsibility of the entrepreneur, as well as defects and/or damage 

thereof, and/or work that is not under the responsibility of the entrepreneur performed as a result. 

You are personally liable and responsible for carrying out the "self-work" on your house, after delivery, in such a way that the statutory regulations are 

met. 

Example:  
Removing walls can affect the operation of mechanical ventilation. In other situations, it may prevent the heating, soundproofing, or other parts from no 
longer functioning properly or meeting the applicable laws and regulations. 

 
Limited Warranty and Guarantee Scheme: 
The Limited Warranty and Guarantee Scheme applies to this agreed less work. 

 
** indicate desired position/ below on sales map 

 
Conditions for the more and less work 

1. By signing the options list, you indicate that you have carefully checked the documents and that you instruct us to build the house according to 
these documents. If you had expected to see an option worked out in your home, but these are nevertheless not on the final documents, this does 
not give rise to any recovery. Your home will be built according to the definitively approved documents; 

2. the closing date for the additional and less work list shall be specified; 
3. For the record, we inform you that it is not possible for us to process new contract variations or changes after this date; 
4. Additional work options or lists that have been signed with a reservation cannot be processed; 
5. All options/positions indicated are subject to technical feasibility. The technical feasibility will be assessed by the parties involved after signing the 

additional work; 
6. Indicated measurements are approx. measurements. Positions at work may deviate from this; 
7. Indicated dimensions/positions of ceiling light points, electricity, or empty pipes in ceilings depend entirely on the layout of the floor plates. Positions 

of these points may therefore deviate from the indicated position; 
8. Depending on the total number of electricity groups you have chosen, it may be necessary to expand the technical installation of your home. The 

necessary adjustment to the meter cupboard will then be charged to you; 
9. The control wire in an empty pipe/jacket is not a pull wire. An empty pipe is suitable for one cable. The wiring of an empty pipe/jacket must be 

carried out (even after delivery) by a specialized company. If a service request shows that this has not been done, the warranty on this part will 
lapse and any investigation costs will be charged; 

10. All offers are made subject to changes and/or approval from, among others, state and local governments and Utility companies; 
11. If there are inconsistencies between additional work lists and the sales contract documents in accordance with the contracting agreement, the sales 

contract documents prevail; 
12. If there are inconsistencies between additional work lists/order confirmations from showrooms and the option drawings, the additional work 

lists/order confirmations will prevail; 
13. Defects in materials and constructions that have not been applied under the responsibility of the entrepreneur, as well as defects and/or damage 

thereof, and/or work that has not been carried out under the responsibility of the entrepreneur, do not fall under the conditions stated on the 
warranty certificate. guarantee and guarantee scheme; 

14. If additional work is agreed, and also if this additional work has already been included in the (purchase)/contract price, that the term, as stated in the 
(Purchase/)Contraction Agreement with regard to Construction Time and start the of workable working days (Purchase/contracting agreement 
article 6.1 or contracting agreement article 5.1) within which the house is entirely occupancy is completed, is increased for every €1.000,- or part 
thereof, of the total amount of that additional work. 

 
LATE BUYERS 
If you buy a house after the closing date for the additional or less work, we request that you indicate the options you want on the options list. The options 
you have ticked will then be assessed on their feasibility in relation to the progress of the construction. It is possible that not all options are still possible or 
that carrying out an option entails extra work. In the latter case, the price of an option is adjusted. 
 
GENERAL DATA PROTECTION REGULATION (GDPR)  
This order is an addition to the (purchase/)contracting agreement concluded between the Purchaser and the Entrepreneur about the mentioned 
construction number. In connection with the execution of the additional and less work, the acquirer gives permission to the Entrepreneur by signing this 
additional and less work list, to provide the personal data (such as name, address, place of residence, and telephone number(s) of the Purchaser to the 
executing construction company, involved subcontractors and the (project) suppliers of kitchen, bathroom, sanitary ware, tiles, heating and the like, all in 
accordance with the General Data Protection Regulation. 

 
 
Entrepreneur:    Purchaser: 


